We derive the conservative secular evolution of precessing compact binaries to second postNewtonian order accuracy, with leading-order spin-orbit, spin-spin and mass quadrupole-monopole contributions included. The emerging closed system of first-order differential equations evolves the pairs of polar and azimuthal angles of the spin and orbital angular momentum vectors together with the periastron angle. In contrast with the instantaneous dynamics, the secular dynamics is autonomous. This secular dynamics reliably characterizes the system over timescales starting from a few times the radial period to several precessional periods, but less than the radiation reaction timescale. We numerically compare the instantaneous and secular evolutions and estimate the number of periods for which dissipation has no significant effect, e.g. the conservative timescale. We apply the analytic equations to study the spin flip-flop effect, recently found by numerical relativity methods. Our investigations show that the effect does not generalize beyond its original parameter settings, although we reveal distinct configurations exhibiting one half flip-flops. In addition, we find a flip-flopping evolution of the orbital angular momentum vector, which ventures from one pole to another through several precessional periods. This is a new effect, occurring for mass ratios much less than one.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The LIGO collaboration with the improved Advanced LIGO detectors [1] , has recently announced its first two detections of gravitational waves from coalescing stellar mass black hole binaries [2] , [3] . With the approaching second observation run, the era of gravitational wave astrophysics has commenced.
Whenever the black hole spins S 1 , S 2 and the orbital angular momentum L N of the binary do not align, they undergo precession. The total angular momentum J = L N +S 1 +S 2 is conserved up to the 2 post-Newtonian (PN) order. The gravitational waveform emitted by the system exhibits both amplitude and phase modulations due to precession. Detection of precessing gravitational waves requires corresponding waveforms, such as the analytic frequency domain waveform developed in Ref. [4] . The consequences of precession on gravitational waveforms were presented in Refs. [5] - [10] . In Refs. [11] - [40] the precessing conventions and various spin related contributions were discussed, while Refs. [41] - [43] analysed the searches for spin-precessing binaries. The 4PN spin dependent conservative dynamics of inspiralling compact binaries was completed in Ref. [44] . A fully precessing analysis of the first gravitational wave detection GW150914 was presented in Ref. [45] .
Compact binary dynamics in the inspiral regime exhibit three distinct timescales. The shortest is the radial timescale, defined by the radial period. The precessional timescale is given by the time necessary for the orbital angular momentum L N or for the spins S 1 , S 2 to undergo a full rotation about their precession axis. The third is the gravitational radiation reaction timescale, over which the effects of gravitational dissipation are noticeable.
Averaging the dynamics over some of these timescales may turn useful. When precession related effects are examined, averaging over a radial period will remove insignificant instantaneous effects, but keeps the precessional evolution, which will be dominant. Precession related effects like the spin-flip [46] , explaining the formation of X-shape radio galaxies [47] , and transitional precession [48] were examined with this method. Precession of the dominant spin of a supermassive black hole binary was also identified for the first time from VLBI radio data of its jet spanning over 18 years in Ref. [49] . For gravitational dissipation, averaging over the precessional period may turn useful.
The instantaneous dynamics (including spin effects) in terms of dimensionless variables was discussed in Refs.
[50] - [52] . This generalizes earlier works on binary dynamics of Refs. [53] - [58] .
In this paper we investigate compact binary systems which are subject to bound motion, establishing the 2PN secular dynamics. In Section II we will derive the radial period in terms of the averaged values of the dimensionless orbital angular momentum
and dimensionless eccentricity
These two parameters characterize the shape of the orbit in the plane of the motion. Hence they will be dubbed shape variables. The total mass of the binary is m = m 1 + m 2 , µ = m 1 m 2 /m is the reduced mass, G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed of light and A N is the magnitude of the Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector. Other notations frequently used in this paper are the mass ratio ν = m 2 /m 1 and the symmetric mass ratio η = µ/m. The magnitude of the spins is given by the dimensionless spin parameters χ i (i = 1, 2). A dimensionless time variable t = tc 3 /Gm (with time t) was introduced in Ref. [52] . Derivatives with regards to the dimensionless time are denoted by a dot.
Auxiliary calculations required for the radial period will be given in Appendices A-C. Appendix A presents the radial period in terms of the variables evaluated at the periastron (characterized by the value of the true anomaly parameter χ p = 0). The χ p dependence of the shape variables is also derived in this Appendix. Appendix B contains the averaged shape variables. In Appendix C we express the shape variables evaluated in the periastron with the corresponding averaged quantities.
In Section III we present the main result of the paper, which is the secular precessing compact binary dynamics. For completeness, in Appendix D we give the secular precession angular velocities. In Section IV we investigate the limits of validity of the secular dynamics, establishing the corresponding conservative timescale.
When the dominant spin vector approximately lies in the plane of motion, while the smaller spin is closely aligned with the orbital angular momentum L N , the smaller spin slowly evolves to be anti aligned with L N , then periodically changes back and forth on a timescale shorter than the gravitational radiation reaction timescale. This effect, dubbed flip-flop has been established by numerical relativity methods in Refs. [59] - [61] . In Section V we examine the parameter dependence of the spin flip-flop phenomenon, as an application of the derived secular dynamics. We reproduce analytically the flip-flop effect in its original parameter settings, then we find parameter ranges where only a half flip-flop occurs, but for both spins.
In Section VI we discuss a parameter configuration for which the orbital angular momentum undergoes a similar flip-flopping, a behaviour unaccounted before.
In Section VII we give the conclusions.
II. INTEGRATION OF THE INSTANTANEOUS DYNAMICS
The 2PN conservative dynamics of compact binary systems was given as Eqs. (36)- (42) of Ref. [52] in terms of dimensionless osculating orbital elements l r , e r , ψ p , α, φ n , spin polar and azimuthal angles κ i and ζ i (i = 1, 2), the true anomaly parametrization χ p . The time evolution of χ p is governed by Eq. (43) of Ref. [52] . The polar and azimuthal angles of the spins are defined in a system with L N as the z-axis and A N as the x-axis. The argument of the periastron, ψ p is defined by ψ p = arccos l ·Â N , withl =Ĵ ×L N . The inclination α is the polar angle of L N in the system where the z-axis points in the direction ofĴ, and the x-axis is given byl. The last angle is the longitude of the ascending node −φ n , span by the inertial axisx (arbitrarily chosen in the plane perpendicular tô J) andl. This angle becomes the azimuthal angle ofL N , if initiallyL N is set in the plane defined byx andĴ.
The main purpose of this paper is to average this instantaneous dynamics over a radial period, to 2PN order. For bounded motion, by definition the dimensionless period T ≡ T c 3 /Gm , referring to a change in the true anomaly χ p ∈ {0, 2π}, can be computed as
By formally integrating (3) we get the following PN expansion:
Here 1/l 2 r stands for one PN order, as explained in Ref. [52] , while the lower index 0 indicates values taken at χ p = 0. In order to explicitly compute the terms of Eq. (4), the χ p dependence of l r and e r are required. Their derivation and explicit expressions are given in Appendix A.
A different expansion of the period arises in terms of the averaged shape variablesl r andē r : 
The coefficients in the above expressions are enlisted in Table I .
The time averagef of any quantity f (t) with respect to t has been defined as
We note that for the change of variables from t to χ p to be valid at a certain PN accuracy, T needs to be given at the same PN accuracy as f (χ p ) .
Hence the average expressions of l r and e r are computed asl
Integrating and Taylor-expanding to 2PN order accuracy leads to the following formal expressions
e r = e r0N +ē rP N +ē rSO +ē rSS +ē rQM +ē r2P N T . (16) (The radial period is taken at 2PN accuracy.) The computation leading to the averaged shape variables is given in Appendix B, while the derivation of the shape variables at χ p = 0 in terms of the averaged quantitiesl r andē r in Appendix C.
III. SECULAR PRECESSING COMPACT BINARY DYNAMICS
In this section we give the main results of the paper, the averaged evolution equations of the dimensionless osculating orbital elements l r , e r , ψ p , α, φ n and spin angles κ i , ζ i (i = 1, 2). These equations contain post-Newtonian (P N ), spin-orbit (SO), spin-spin (SS), quadrupole-monopole (QM ) and second post-Newtonian (2P N ) contributions.
A. Shape variables
The secular evolution equation of the dimensionless orbital angular momentum l r reads aṡ
The secular evolution equation of the dimensionless orbital eccentricity e r also reads aṡ
As expected, the average shape of the orbit does not change without dissipation.
B. Euler angles
The secular evolution equation of the three Euler angles are given below. The initial values of the other parameters are e r = 0.1, The initial values of the other parameters are e r = 0.5,
The secular evolution of the inclination α = arccos Ĵ ·L N is given by the following contributionṡ
As expected, the inclination only changes due to spin and quadrupolar effects.
The longitude of the ascending node −φn
The longitude of the ascending node −φ n is subtended by the inertial axisx and the ascending nodel =L N ×Ĵ, it has the following contributions to its secular evolutioṅ
Again, only spin and quadrupolar effects contribute.
Argument of the periastron ψp
The secular evolution of the angle ψ p between the node line (l perpendicular to both L N and J) and the periastron (Â N ) is given byψ
All PN, spin and quadrupolar corrections lead to periastron precession.
C. Spin angles
The secular evolutions of the spin polar angles κ i , and azimuthal angles ζ i are:κ
Here i = j and i = 1, 2.
One of the advantages of exploring the secular dynamics is that the evolution of the spin angles decoupled from the rest of the evolutions. The evolutions for κ i , ζ i form a closed set of differential equations, hence it can be monitored independently.
The average of the precession angular velocities can also be computed from Eqs (31-33) of Ref. [52] . The expressions are given in Appendix D.
IV. LIMITS OF VALIDITY
A. Validity of the conservative approach: the conservative timescale
We evolve the conservative secular dynamics up to the point where the neglected 2.5PN radiation reaction term would generate an error of p%, and choose the number p according to the desired accuracy. This is described with the N number of periods to evolve, when the error accumulating from neglecting the radiation reaction reaches p%:
The number of periods N defines the conservative timescale. In what follows, we proceed with the choices p = 1 or p = 0.1, depending on the circumstances. 
B. Accuracy of the secular dynamics on precessional timescale and above, up to the conservative timescale
We check the long-term accuracy of the secular dynamics by a numerical comparison with instantaneous dynamics, as given by Eqs. (36)- (42) 
Coef f icient Expression
periods of the evolution, and the lower block b) shows the evolution of the variables over the conservative timescale.
On Figs. 1 and 2 the evolution is presented for p = 1, thus for N = 0.01ε −5/2 . On Fig. 1 the PN parameter and the eccentricity are ε = 0.01 and e r = 0.1 respectively. On Fig. 2 (as compared to Fig. 1 ) only the eccentricity is changed to e r = 0.5. These figures show that the both spin axes are more stable for larger eccentricity. This
also shows this over the conservative timescale. The plane of the motion changes less as shown by the angle α. The reason for this is that for lower eccentricity the compact objects stay close to each other over a larger part of the period, thus have more time to interact. This is ensured by the initial conditions being set such that at the periastron in both cases the distance between the compact objects is the same.
On Figs. 3 and 4 the evolution is presented for p = 0.1 only, thus for N = 0.001ε −5/2 . Figs. 3 and 4 show the previous eccentricity values for the PN parameter value ε = 0.0005. These figures exhibit the same differences for the two eccentricities. For the decrease in the PN parameter, the number of precessional periods increases over the conservative timescale. For low ε values long term precessional effects may be easier to identify.
V. SPIN FLIP-FLOPS
In this Section we analyse the flip-flop effect for various parameter ranges. This effect has been shown [59] [60] [61] by numerical investigations for particular configurations (equal masses, the dominant spin in the plane of motion and the smaller spin perpendicular to it) and it was claimed that to some extent it also occurs for generic mass ratios.
For our analysis we keep the specific spin orientations, but we vary the total mass, mass ratio, and spin magnitudes in each of the Figures 5-8 . The z-axis is given by the Newtonian orbital angular momentum. While this direction is not conserved (the direction of the total angular momentum J is) on all figures the parameters are such that L N is the dominant contribution to J (the spin magnitudes are smaller than L N ). Hence the evolution is represented in a quasi-inertial system. On all Figs. 5-8 the upper block a) shows the total mass and mass ratio dependence and the lower block b) shows the dimensionless spin magnitude dependence of the flip-flop phenomenon. For all Figs. the evolution is presented for p = 1. On Figs. 5 and 6 the eccentricity is set asē r = 0.1 and the PN parameter changes as ε = 0.01 and ε = 0.0005 respectively. On Figs. 7 and 8 the eccentricity is set asē r = 0.5 and the PN parameter changes as ε = 0.01 and ε = 0.0005 respectively.
The upper blocks shows that the flip-flop phenomenon slightly depends on the eccentricity. For larger eccentricity under the same time period the κ 2 angle changes less, the number of precessional period it takes for the full flipflop to happen is larger. The reason for this is that for small eccentricity, the compact objects spend more time close to each other over one period, compared to larger eccentricities. For smaller PN parameter value however the flip-flop effect happens several times on the conservative timescale, and several full flip-flop can occur for larger eccentricities. The upper panels also show that the effect does not depend on the total mass. The effect actually depends heavily on the mass ratio. For equal masses, the effect is prominent, however as we start to decrease the mass ratio, the effect disappears.
The lower blocks of Figs. 5-8 the effect of change in both dimensionless spin parameters χ 1 and χ 2 is shown. For equal spin magnitude values both spin angles κ 1 and κ 2 change back and forth by π/2. As we decrease the spin magnitude that closely aligns the orbital angular momentum, the flip-flop effect appears, and the larger the ratio of χ 1 /χ 2 is, the more prominent the flip-flop effect is. If we change the ratio in the opposite direction the flip-flop effect completely disappears. When the ratio is 1, the aligned spin moves into the plane of the motion, and the spin initially in the plane of the motion becomes aligned with the orbital angular momentum. Than they keep changing place back and forth over the conservative timescale. The change of the PN parameter and the eccentricity has the same effect as for the total mass and mass ratio dependence.
This systematic mapping of the parameter space (m, ν, χ 1 , χ 2 , ε, e r ) indicates that the spin flip-flop appears only at equal and co-measurable masses. The effect is too small to manifest on the conservative timescale for other parameter ranges.
VI. ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM FLIP-FLOP
The derived secular dynamics is suitable to easily monitor the evolution of the spin and orbital angular momentum vectors over several precessional cycles up to the conservative timescale. The peculiar evolution of the spins was discussed in the previous section. In this Section we give an example when the orbital angular momentum vector undergoes a similar flip-flopping behaviour. In this example the larger spin dominates over the orbital angular momentum, L N /S 1 ≈ 0.3. We represent the temporal evolution of L N in the system with J on the z-axis. For convenience the role of time is taken by the periastron precession angle ψ p . The venturing of the orbital angular momentum vector from pole to pole through several precession cycles in represented on Fig. 9 , where the α and ψ p angles are taken as the polar and azimuthal angle. On Fig. 10 the secular evolution of the dynamics of this particular system is shown.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we derived the conservative secular evolution of precessing compact binaries, to second postNewtonian order accuracy, with leading-order spin-orbit, spin-spin and mass quadrupole-monopole contributions included. The secular evolution equations emerged as a closed system of first-order differential equations, which in contrast with the instantaneous dynamics, is au- tonomous. The dependent variables are the polar angles of the spin vectors κ 1 and κ 2 , the azimuthal angle of the spin vectors ζ 1 and ζ 2 , the angles α and φ n giving the orientation of the orbital angular momentum vector, together with the periastron angle ψ p , the dimensionless magnitude of the orbital angular momentum l r and the eccentricity e r . We proved that the secular dynamics reliably characterizes the system over the conservative timescales. The later was defined as in Eq. (44), typically larger than the precessional timescale, however shorter than the timescale of gravitational radiation. We compared the secular and instantaneous dynamics over this timescale.
The analytic equations are suitable to monitor the spin flip-flop effect, recently found by numerical relativity methods. Our investigations showed that the effect does not generalize beyond its original parameter settings: the dominant spin is in the plane of the motion, the smaller flip-flopping spin is initially closely aligned to the orbital angular momentum and the system has equal mass ratio.
We investigated the PN parameter and eccentricity dependence of the flip-flop effect on Figs 5-8. The parameters were set as ε = 0.01, 0.0005 and e r = 0.1, 0.5. When the PN parameter decreases, the flip-flop effect occurs several times over the conservative timescale. Due to the compact objects staying together for larger part of the period for small eccentricity than for large, the frequency of the flip-flop effect is higher for small eccentricities.
As shown on the upper block a) of Figs. 5-8 the flipflop phenomenon does not depend on the total mass, but significantly depends on the mass ratio, preferring close to equal mass systems. The lower block b) of the same Figs showed that the effect depends on the ratio of the dimensionless spin magnitudes. The effect is most prominent when the spin almost aligned with the orbital angular momentum is small, and the spin in the plane of the motion dominates. When the ratio of the spin In addition, a similar evolution of the orbital angular momentum vector was found, which ventures from one pole to another through several precessional periods. For this phenomenon to occur the larger spin has to dominate over the orbital angular momentum. In our investigation we found the effect for the ratio L N /S 1 ≈ 0.3. This can only be achieved with small mass ratios ν ≪ 1 during the inspiral.
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Withχ p containing Newtonian order terms, to calculate the period to 2PN order, the χ p dependence of l r (χ p ) and of e r (χ p ) has to be taken into account up to 2PN order. The rest of the orbital elements ψ p , α, φ n , and spin angles κ i , ζ i (i = 1, 2) do not enter at Newtonian order, hence for the 2PN calculations, only their leading order expressions are needed, which are constant.
The χp dependence of lr
Formal integration of Eqs. (36) of Ref. [52] by exploring it's Eq. (43) gives
with
where the coefficients L k and K k of l r (χ p ) are shown in Table II .
The χp dependence of er
Formal integration of Eqs. (37) of Ref. [52] by exploring it's Eq. (43) leads to
The coefficients E k and F k of e r (χ p ) for the PN, SS and QM contributions are shown in Table III .
The coefficients E 2P N k and F
2P N k
of e r (χ p ) are shown in Table IV .
Dimensionless 2PN radial period
Everything required to calculate the 2PN radial period is given now. We insert the expressions of l r (χ p ) and e r (χ p ) into the integral (3) and Taylor-expand to 2PN order. The various contributions to the period (4) read as
The coefficients U k and V k of τ 02P N are enlisted in Table  V .
(1 − e r0 ) 2 1 − e 2 r0 e 2 r0 (3η + 2)
Here the coefficientsL k andK k ofl r are shown in Table  VI . Forl r we compute the integral given in Eq. (14) . We getē
e rP N = πl r0 e r0 {2(3η − 5)
(1 − e r0 ) 3 (e r0 + 1) 4e
60(e r0 − 1) 4 e 3 r0 l r0
Here the coefficientsĒ k andF k ofē r are shown in Table  VII .
The results are as follows: 
where the coefficients L 0 and K 0 can be found in Table  VIII . For e r0 we get 
where the coefficients L 0 and K 0 can be found in Table  IX . The second step is to derive the 2PN terms. For this we have to use the same equations as in the first step: Eqs (15), (B1) and (A15) for l r0 and Eqs (16), (B7) and (A15) for e r0
This time, in order to get the 2PN terms we need the previously calculated 1PN expressions of l r0 and e r0 . After Taylor-expanding to 2PN order we get .
The coefficients L Table  IX .
Appendix D: Secular precession angular velocities
The averaged precession angular velocities are calculated from Eqs (31-33) of Ref. [52] 1 .
It is easy to see by checking the leading order term of T that asē r goes to 1 the precession becomes increasingly small. It is explained by the fact that on parabolic orbits, when e r = 1, the motion becomes unbound, and there is no well defined period, thus no precession. 
